In this note, we prove that having unique head-normal forms is a suficient condition on partial combinatory algebras to be completable. As application, we show that the pca of strongly normalizing CL-terms as well as the pca of natural numbers with partial recursive function application can be extended to total combinatory algebras.
Introduction
A partial combinatory algebra (pca) is a structure U = ( A , s, k, .) where A is a set, + is a partial binary operation (application) on A, and k, s are two elements of A such that for all a, a', a" E A, 1. (k * a ) *a' = a, 2. (s a ) * a' 1.
((s -a ) * a') -a" = ( a a") (a' a") if ( a . a")
. (a' . a") 1, undefined otherwise, 4. k # s. Here M 1 means the expression M is defined, and M = N means both expressions are defined and equal. It is common to omit and associate unparenthesized expressions to the left. In working with expressions that may or may not be defined, it is useful to write M 21 N to mean that if either M or N is defined, then both are defined and equal. These notational conventions allow us to replace clause 3 by Vu, a', a" E A saa'a" 21 aa~ '(a'a'') .
1043-6871/96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE Total pca's, where application is a total operation on the carrier set, will be called ca's, and nontotal pca's, where application is not defined everywhere, will be called nca's.
Ca's are extensively studied in the context of models of A-calculus and Combinatory Logic (CL) (cf. e.g. [ 3 ] ) ; nca's are a little less well-off in this respect. They figure in the semantics of programming languages (see the forthcoming book by Mitchell [13] ) as well as in the formalization of constructive mathematics (see [4] , [15] ). In fact, they are the models of a 'minimal axiomatic basis for theories of operators', as stated in [15] . An early approach to treat abstract computation theory was given by the notion of Wagner [16] and Strong [14] , URS (Uniform Reflexive Structure). More recently, the notion of Effective Applicative Structure, EAS, has been introduced by Asperti and Ciabattoni [l] ); they show that this notion is in fact equivalent to PCA.
In this paper, we are interested in the possibility of embedding a given nca2 into a ca. We shall call such an embedding a completion of U. More precisely: let !2i = ( A , s, k, -) and 13 = (B, s', k', a') be pca's.
1.
A homomorphism of U to 13 is a mapping 4 : We say that U has a completion or is completable if there exists some completion of U. Not every nca is completable.
The first example of an incompletable nca was announced in [ 1 I] . The rough sketch of the construction that was given there will be fully worked out in [7] . Other examples of incompletable nca's can be found in e.g. 
How to complete pca's with unique hnf's
In order to prove the theorem, we employ a free-algebra construction induced by a term rewrite system. The construction is based on fundamental definitions and notions of term rewrite systems. Extensive surveys of term rewriting can be found in [12] and [8].
Let U = (A, s, t , .) be a pca. The term rewrite system over U, I(%), consists of 1. T ( A U V), the set of terms built from A, a countably infinite set V of variables, and a binary function symbol * (written infix), and 2. 12, the set of the following rewrite rules:
(e) sa * t * y + ( a * y) * (t * y), and
with a,a' E A. Here we employ the convention of association to the left.
Identity of terms is denoted E. A substitution U is a mapping from V to T ( A U V). Substitutions are extended to homomorphisms from T ( A U V) to T ( A U V). The set of contexts over T ( A U V), C, is defined as follows.
1. 0 E C, and 
In order to prove that I(%) is confluent, we shall subdivide I(%) into the two separate rewrite systems
where 121 consists of the rewrite schema (a), and
consists of the remaining schemas (b)-(f).
A pattern of a rewrite rule t --+ t' is that part oft's construction tree that does not contain any variables. Figure 1 depicts the patterns of the rewrite systems we are concerned with: (U) has the pattern (a) for a, a' E A; %(U) has the patterns (b)-(f) for a, a' E A. It follows that '&(U) is orthogonal too provided U has unique hnf's. For, if U has unique hnf's, then If I(%) is confluent, then the following quotient construction provides a completion of U. Definition 2.3. Let U = ( A , s, h, .) be a pca. 
Let T ( A ) c T ( A
So 7% is an homomorphism and is injective by (t). 
Examples
For nca's, we can reduce the property of having unique head-normal forms to a more handsome set of five axioms.
Proposition 3.1. Let U = ( A , s, k, a ) 
Proof. The if-part is obvious. For the only-if-part, we have to show that the remaining dissimilar hnf's are unequal in U. That is, we have to show that for all a, a' E A,
5.

6.
7.
8. We shall use this shorter characterization in the two examples to follow.
Example 3.2. The term rewrite system CL of combinatory logic consists of 1. T ( { S , K } U V ) , the set of terms built from the two constants S, K , a countably infinite set V of variables, and a binary application operator which we do not write, and 2. the following two rewrite rules:
In the next section, we shall discuss two examples.
(a) Szcyz -+ zz(yz)
The rewrite relation associated with CL is defined as usually, i.e. as in the case of 7(U). As is well-known, CL is confluent. [Asrv, [KIsN, .) if M N E S N ,
The structure USN is in fact an nca: The completability of USN does not come as a surprise. In fact, the codomain of its canonical completion, T(UsN), is isomorphic to the paradigmatic ca UCL obtained from CL by taking as carrier the set of all closed CL-terms modulo convertibility. Example 3.3. As second example we consider the nca of natural numbers with partial recursive function application. More specifically, we define a nontotal application operation on the natural numbers IN by where {n} is the partial recursive function with Godel number n. It is not difficult to see that (IN, .) can be made into an nca by choosing appropriate Godel numbers s and IC. In fact, one can (effectively) generate infinitely many other indices which do the job. In what follows, we consider a particular nca on (IN, .) 
